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ABSTRACT

DISCUSSION
OPERATIVE TECHNIQUE

•GCT’s locally aggressive tumors causing pain and dysfunction through bony and
soft tissue disruption

•Successful treatment of GCT can be defined by several parameters:
eradication of tumor, prevention of local recurrence, and reduction of
iatrogenic injury and complications. Focus of our case was on the
application of KY jelly for these purposes

•Generally benign with 1-9% chance of metastasis
•Despite treatment may have up to 65% recurrence emphasizing the importance
of appropriately eradicating primary lesions4,5,6
•Several treatment strategies exist and have been a long standing topic of debate.
Amongst these, cryosurgery has gained popularity and has reportedly been
amongst the most successful in reducing recurrence rates and side effects.9
•Many methods of cryosurgery have been reported, but herein we describe a
unique application of K-Y jelly as a semi-solid medium in cryotherapy for the
treatment of GCT within the distal femur of a 30 y.o female patient

•Recurrence rates of other described techniques: Curettage (65%),
Cementation (14%), Bone grafting (30%).8
Figure 1: Pre-operative radiographic imaging and MRI scans demonstrating
GCT comprising nearly the entire lateral femoral condyle

INTRODUCTION

•Although demonstrated success, there are some notable
disadvantages to liquid Nitrogen: exposure to extreme temperatures
can decrease strength of bone by 40% increasing risk of fracture, low
viscosity contributes to difficulty controlling zone of exposure.14

•Giant Cell Tumors comprise 5% of primary bone tumors with an incidence of
1.7 per million persons/year. Appropriate treatment is essential to reduce risk
of metastasis and local destruction of bony and soft tissues1
•Many treatments have been reported: Curretage with bone grafting, curettage
and cementing with PMMA, wide resection with endoprosthesis implantation,
adjuvant systemic therapy, and cryosurgery

Figure 2: The bony cavity that remains after
extensive curettage of the GCT

Figure 3: Positioning of the ice probes into the
KY filled bony cavity for induction of cryotherapy

•Goals of treatment: eradication of tumor, reduction of iatrogenic
complications, while simultaneously reducing risk of local recurrence (0-65%
across the spectrum of techniques)

•Original technique described by Marcove: direct liquid nitrogen pour.
Variations have been developed over the years to optimize this technique.

Figure 4: Antibiotic impregnated PMMA was
placed into the residual cavity

Figure 5: Prophylactic fixation of the distal femur
was performed with a laterally placed locking
plate

CONCLUSIONS

CLINICAL COURSE/SURGICAL TECHNIQUE

•Management of GCT bone is a highly debated topic with a myriad of
strategies described in the literature

•The patient is a 30 year old African American female who originally
presented to her primary care provider after a ground level fall with
subsequent knee pain.

•Main goals elimination of tumor, prevention of recurrence, and reduction
in complication rates

•Original radiographs demonstrated a well defined, lucent lesion with the
femoral condyle, referred for advanced imaging (MRI) which
demonstrates a metaphyseal lesion of the distal femur occupying >80%
of the lateral condyle
•Patient taken to surgery where fresh frozen specimen confirmed GCT
without malignant transformation

•KY jelly as a potential answer to these complications
-Reaches threshold temp for inducing cellular apoptosis (-60°C) and
inhibiting neovascularization at 46° warmer than traditional liquid N210
-Semi-solid medium with targeted biologic zone of exposure
-Similar study using gel-medium demonstrated 3.4% fracture and 3.4%
recurrence rate15
•Limitations of this study include a case report with N=1 at short term
follow-up. We hope this paves the way for future comparative studies
and believe KY jelly can be a viable option when considering treatment
of GCTs

• Cryosurgery reportedly been once of the most successful for eradication and
reduction of recurrence.

•Herein described case focuses on the medium (KY jelly) through which
cryotherapy is applied primarily advantaged through control over the biologic
area of exposure through use of a common operating room material

•One of the largest case series to date (n=102) describing cryotherapy
with direct application of liquid N2 (pour technique) described
recurrence of 8% (mean f/u 6.5 years), noting the following
complications: Fracture (6%), partial skin necrosis (3%), 0.2% with
degenerative changes of the knee.12

Figure 6: Radiograph obtained at 8 month post-op visit

•KY Jelly should be strongly considered as a method for cytoablative
strategies due to its several noted advantages: induction of apoptosis at
less extreme temperatures, theoretically reducing the risk of decreasing
bone strength and subsequent fracture, semi-solid properties allowing for
a more targeted biologic zone of exposure, and abundant availability at
low costs.

•Gross excision of the tumor was performed as meticulously as possible,
leaving a large cavity that was subsequently washed with saline,
peroxide, and then filled with K-Y jelly
•Four Galil ice FORCE probes inserted into the jelly and the cryotherapy
session initiated: 5 min freeze-thaw cycle to -150°C with constant
arthroscopic irrigation of warm saline through the knee joint. Probes
were adjusted and a second cycle performed, KY jelly removed and the
remaining cavity filled with PMMA. A six hole locking plate was then
applied to the lateral distal femur for prophylactic fixation.
•At 8 month follow-up there was no radiographic evidence of tumor
recurrence, clinically patient endorsed mild knee pain but able to
successfully ambulate without limp, able to perform knee flexion to 120
°, neurovascularly intact.
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